
Air Knife Systems
Static Neutralisation Systems

Benefits and Advantages:

The system typically consists of one or more ionised airknives connected to an external blower. The blower produces a high volume

of air which exits from the airknife in a fast laminar flow. ACI ionised airknives that will meet the most demanding applications.

•   Cost saving of up to 70% compared to other systems. 

• Static neutralisation power - up to 50% better than competitive systems - to break the electrostatic bond between the dust 

and surface and to prevent re-attraction of dust. 

• Air cleaning speed of 110m/sec at the slot of the airknife for thorough and powerful cleaning. 

• Longer range cleaning power than compressed air systems. 

• More performance per kilowatt of power. For example, competitors offer 7.5kW motors to match the performance of our 

5.5kW motors - saving the customer money every minute of operation. 

Eliminating Dust Contamination:

Dust contamination is a huge problem in many areas of industry - espe-

cially where the product needs to be painted, decorated or laminated.

Rectifying dust problems can have very large associated costs:

•   A large automotive manufacturer calculated the cost of repainting 

a car at over €3000.00.

•   A dust contaminated bumper cost over €150 to repaint.

•   A company who makes aircraft cockpits calculated the cost the 

cost of dust included in the lamination could be as high as 

€50000.00.

ACI Airknives can be fitted with a range of anti-static bars. The

effect this has is to produce a high velocity, low pressure air curtain

that is full of ionised air that can then be utilised for static neutralisa-

tion and/or the removal of dust for cleaning of mouldings, glass, 

automotive parts and bodies and any other large objects.



“stD” Bar type

Mechanical:

Cable: PVC and PE, 3m

Material: Anodised aluminium, PVC and 

ABS, Stainless Steel 302

Weight: Approximately 0.5Kg per mtr

Ambient Temperature: Max.55°C

Electrical:

Operating Voltage: 700 V AC

Current: Emitter point to earth max. 20µA

Optional: Shielded cable right angle exit

Power units: A2 A7 S, C2

Each emitter point of this anti static bar is individually coupled to the

high voltage.  This results in no sensation of shock when any point

is accidentally touched.  A further advantage is that the bar contin-

ues to function properly even when a few points are short circuited

e.g. due to dirt and dust. 

typical outline Drawing:

“EX” Bar type

Mechanical:

Cable: Neoprene, 5m

Material: Anodised aluminium, 

PVC, Stainless Steel 302

Weight: Basic 2kg , plus 0.8Kg per mtr

Ambient Temperature: Max.55°C

Electrical:

U Primary 230V, 50Hz

Current Max. 0.2A

The extra protected bar is provided with an integral power unit.  The

use of high voltage cable is therefore eliminated.  This bar has been

approved by: PTB, SEV, BASEEFA and LCIE for use in certain haz-

ardous environments.  Other approvals are applied for.  The 5m

long primary cable can be connected to the line voltage and a neon

bulb indicates that high voltage is present.  The extra protected bar

under certain conditions can neutralise from a maximum distance of

600mm.

typical outline Drawing:

Models Available:

Air Knife Systems
Static Neutralisation Systems

AiR ContRol inDustRiEs ltD

Weycroft Avenue, Millwey Industrial Estate

Axminster, Devon, EX13 5HU

t: 0845 5000 501  f: 0845 5000 502

e: sales@aircontrolindustries.com

w: www.aircontrolindustries.com

AiR ContRol inDustRiEs inC

76 Augusta Rockland Road

Windsor, Maine, ME 04363

t: 207 445 2518  f: 207 445 2497

e: aciinc@aircontrolindustries.com

Please note (1) - all drawings measurements are in millimeters (mm)
Please note (2) - above technical specifications are subject to change
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